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ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this investigation was to examine
experimentally the phenomenon of perceptual defense as it
is related to cigarette smoking behavior.

In making this

examination a population of undergraduate college students
was divided into three groups according to their smoking
habits.

The three groups were identified as smokers, non-

smokers, and quitters.

A list of smoking related words was

equated with a list of neutral words according to their
frequency of appearance in print.

These lists of words

were then combined to form one list with a random distribution of smoking and neutral words, and this list was presented as stimuli to the subjects.

The stimulus presenta-

tions were made by tachistoscopic projection, and the
response thresholds were recorded in uni t,s of illumination
of the stimulus required for correct identification.
The hypothesis that persons who had recently stopped
smoking would exhibit the greatest degree of perceptual
defense, followed in order by smokers and non-smokers was
not supported by the results.

Neither was there any signifi-

cant evidence to support the prediction that perceptual
defense would be positively correlated with anxiety as
measured by selected scales of the MMFI.

A post hoc inves-

tigation of the data did reveal that the smoking group contained a significantly greater proportion

v

o~

persons

exh1b1ting perceptual defense than was found in either of
the other groups.
It was recommended that additional research of this
nature be conducted using a larger sample of older subjects,
and incorporat1ng more highly refined tachistoscopic

mente
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
The attempt to account for certain systemat1c variations in perceptual thresholds has been the subject of many
psychological investigat1ons.

The concept of perceptual

defense was one of several such constructs which have been
introduced to account for this perceptual threshold variat1on. l
The recent report on the harmful effects of Cigarette
smoking by the Surgeon General of the United States 2 has
attracted no small amount of attention to the smok1ng
behavior of the general population of this country.

As a

result of the unfavorable evidence against Cigarette smoking
presented in this report, many people have reportedly given
up Cigarette smoking, and many others have switched to cigar

or pipe smOking.)

Other reports point to recent fluctuations

1

Donald W. Mackinnon and W1lliam F. Dukes, "Repression,"
Psychology in the Making, Leo Fostman, Ed1tor (New York.
Alfred I. KnOpr;-1962), p. 712
2

Smoking and Healthc Report of ~ AdvisorY Committee
to Surgeon General 2! Public Health Serv1ce (Washington a
U.S. Govt. Print1ng Office), 1964.

J"Smokers Slowdown: How Long Will It Last, U U.S. News
~ World Report, LVI (Feb. 29, 1964), p. 6.
- - ----

2

in the market value of tabacco stocks as a reflection of this
reported change in the smoking habits of the American public.

4

Although reports such as those cited above are tenuous
at best, they did serve to attract the present writer's
attention to the investigation of the effects of smoking
habits on the perception of certain stimulus words.
The explanation of this reported change in smoking
behavior appears simple and straightforward.

It would seem

to be a safe assumption that those who quit or switched did
so because they were concerned over the possible hazard to
their health represented by continued cigarette smoking.

A

second assumption that would seem to follow logically is that
this concern would be accompanied by various degrees of
anxiety associated with smoking behavior.
The author hypothesized that if these assumptions
were correct, then amok'ers who did modify their smoking habits
would demonstrate perceptual defense toward stimulus words
related to smoking, and that persons who continued to smoke
would be more threatened than 'n on-smokers.
The problem of this research was to attempt to determine
experimentally if persons classified as either smokers, nonsmokers or "quitters" would exhibit different degrees of

4"It Won't Happen Here," Business

1964, p.29.

~t

February

15,

3
perceptual defense toward smoking related verbal stimuli
when these words were presented tachistoscopically together
with an equal number of neutral words.
The specific hypothesis to be tested was that persons
who had recently stopped smoking would exhibit more percep-

tual defense than would those who continued to smoke, and
that non-smokers would exh1bit less perceptual defense than
either of the other groups.
An adjunct investigation of the study was to determine

what correlation, if any, existed between the level of perceptual defense exhibited by the subject and his anxiety
level, as measured by the Taylor Manifest Anxiety ScaleS and
6
the Welsh A Scale of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory.?

The hyp0thes1s to be tested in this investiga-

tion was that there would be a positive correlation between
perceptual defense and measured anxiety.

5

Janet A. Taylor, itA Personality Scale of Manifest
Anxiety, If Journal .2!. Abnormal !.n!! Social Psychology (April,
1953 XLVIIII285-290.

6

w.

G. Dahlstrom and George S.c Welsh, An MMPI Handbookl
A Gu1de to Use in C11nical Pxact1ce and Research~1nneapo11s:

The Un1versity Of Minnesota Press, 1960), p. 294.:

7Starke R. Hathaway and J. Charnley McKinley, Minnesota Nul tiphaslc Persona11 ty Inventory (New York I The
Psychological Corporat1on, 1948).

Limi ta tions . of

~

S tud.y

Since this study deals in part with unconscious
processes, it is at once faced with several very formidable
obstacles.

This is an area whioh is difficult to assess

with any great degree of acouraoy.

In a study of this scope

it is not practical to determine beforehand to what degree
the various stimulus words were anxiety producing, if at all.
The fact that these words were selected on the assumption of
their anxiety producing property rather than on an empirical
measurement of this property should be considered in

ass~ssing

the results of this experiment.
The researcher made no attempt to measure the conscious
or unconscious motivational level of the subjects.

The fail-

ure to control for this variable in no way denies the close
relationship between motivation and perception.
The equipment available to the researcher was another
limitation.

Although the equipment was adequate to the experi-

mental design and operated smoothly and efficiently, it is
possible that a more precise tachistoscope would have permitted
modifioations in the experimental design which might have
influenced the obtained results.
Another possible limitation of this research was the
number of subjects used in the

exper~ent.

The age, eduoa-

tional level and socio-economio status of this sample must also
be considered faotors limiting the scope of this investigation.

5
It is possible that the use of a larger sample, composed of
subjects ten to twenty years older than the students used in
this study, would produce different results.
The tachistoscopic presentations of the stimulus words
were made to groups of subjects rather than to individuals
due to practical considerations of time.

Although this

experimenter does not consider this to be a serious limitation, the possibility of an individual presentation of the
stimuli yielding different results should be recognized.

In spite of these limitations, it is believed that
this study was sufficiently well controlled to test the
hypothesis.
Definition of Terms
A tachistoscope is an instrument for providing a very

brief timed exposure of visual mater1al such as p1ctures,
letters, or digits.

The exposure may be regulated by a

shutter, a falling screen or an interrupted illumination.

8

Within th1s paper the noun tachistosoope or the adjective
tachistoscopic will refer to a specially

des~gned

attachment

for the conversion of a standard overhead pro"jector to a

8
Horace B. English and Ava C. English, A Comprehens1ve
Dictionary of Psychological and Psyohoanalytical Terms,
(New York: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1958), p. 342.

6
tachistoscope.

This equipment will be described in detail

in Chapter three.
Perceptual defense is a concept originally formulated
by Bruner and Postman as follows:
The bulk of experimental and clinical evidence
points to blockage as the process producing increase
in association time to emotionally charged stimuli.
Such blocking in association represents a defense
against anxiety-laden stimuli. A basically similar
process is at work in perception. With increase in
emotionality of stimuli recognition may lead to 9
anxiety and is to be avoided as long as possible.
It is in this sense that the term perceptual defense will be
used in this thesis.
Perceptual Threshold is defined operationally as the
minimum intensity of visual sttmulation (brightness of the
projected image) required to correctly identify the tachistoscopically presented word or word pair.
Intelligence is defined operationally as that variable
measured by the American Council on Eduoation Psyoho1ogical
Examination for College Freshmen.
Minnesota Multipbasio Personality Inventory (MMPI)a
A psychological test designed to provide an objeotive assess-

ment of some of the major personality oharacteristics that
affect personal and sooial adjustment.
in both card and booklet forms.

The test is available

The booklet form which was

9J ., S.' Bruner and L. Postman, "Emotional Selectivity
in Perception and Reaction," Journal 2! Personality (September, 1947), XVI, p. 74.

?
used in this experiment contains

550 self-report 1tems which

are answered true, false, or cannot say.

The MMPI was devel-

oped in 1940 by S. R. Hathaway and J. C. McKinley of the
Univers1ty of M1nnesota. lO
Taylor Manifest Anxiety Seale (MAS)l

A special scale

designed to measure the observable manifestations of anxiety.
It is composed of f1fty 1tems selected from the MMPI.

Many

of these items are related to somatic symptoms from which
anxiety is only 1nferred.

The MAS was developed in 1953 by

Janet A. Taylor. 11
Welsh

AScale:

A special scale composed of thirty-

nine items selected from the MMPI.

This scale was devised

in 1954 by A. S. Welsh to measure the factor of personal discomfort or distress which he labeled as anxiety.

The A Scale

appears to be strongly related to all indices of overt
anxiety, and measures tension, nervousness, and distress in
test SUbjects. 12
Anxiety is def1ned operationally as that variable
measured by both the Manifest Anxiety Scale and the Welsh
A Scale
Hypochondriasis is a morbid concern about one's health,

10

Dahlstrom and Welsh,

pp. 3,8,11.

12

11

llli.,

~. ~.,

p. 294.

llli.,

p. 294.

8

with exaggeration of every trifling symptom. l )
Galvanic

~

Response (GaR)

I

the resistance of the

skin to a weak electrical current as detected by a sensitive
galvanometer. 14
Perceptual

2!1:

a readiness to perceive the environ-

ment in a certain way, generally in accord with some
pattern. lS In this thesis peroept~l de~ense 1s regarded
as a negative set against perceiving what one wishes not to

perceive.
Repression:

the exclusion of specific psychological

activities or contents from conscious awareness by a process
of which the individual 1s not directly aware.

Exclusion

includes preventing entry into, forcing out of, or continuously preventing return to consciousness.

One popular

psychoanalytic definition implies that repression 1s a defense
mechanism against anxiety or gu1lt.

16

It 1s in this sense

that it is used herein.
Suppression:

a form of self control by which impulses

or tendencies to action are kept from overt expreSSion.

13

17

Horace B. English and Ava C. English, A Comprehensive
Dictionary of Psychological and Psychoanalytical Terms (~ew
York: Longmans, Green, and ~, 1958), p. 243.

14
16

Ibid., p. 220.

~.,

p. 458.

15

~., p.

17

496.

Ibid., p. 536.

9

Inhibition:

restra1ning or stopping a process from

continuing, or preventing a process from starting, although
the usual stimulus 1s present.
Pragnanz:

18

a basic law of Gestalt psychology which

holds that a gestalt or configuration tends, to the extent
that cond1tions perm1t, to become sharply defined or precise,
stable, meaningful, and parsimon1ous. 19

A Smoker is defined operationally as a person who
currently smokes twenty or more oigarettes per day and who
has smoked at this rate for a period of one year or more.
A Non-Smoker 1s defined operationally as a person who
has smoked fewer than twenty cigarettes in his lifetime, and
who does not currently smoke in any form.
A gu1tter is defined operationally as a person who had

been a regular cigarette smoker (twenty or more per day) for a
period of at least one year, but who has given up Cigarette
smoking within the last year.

Persons who have switched from

Cigarettes to a pipe or cigars are not included within this
group.
Available Light is defined operationally as the level
of light, exclusive of all artific1al illumination, in the
experimental room.
Method

2! Matched Pairs: an experimental procedure in
19 Ibid. " p. 402.

10

which the various characterist1cs and abilities of each person in one group are matched w1th those of an individual in
the other group.20

In this study this procedure was expanded

to match trios rather than pairs.
Carbon

~

Technique:

an experimental procedure for

the measurement of recognition thresholds.

The stimuli are

presented to the subject as a series of progressively clearer
carbon copies of the words.

The graded clarity of the copy

needed for correct recognition of the stimulus determines
the threshold for that stimulus. 21

20

~.,

21

p.

185.

M. W1ener, "Word Frequency or Motivation in
Perceptual Defense," Journal Q£Abnorma1 ~ Soo1al Psychology
LI (September, 1955), pp. 214-18.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF mE LITERATURE

Theoretical Basis
The basis, in theory, for the concept of perceptual
defense is closely related to the Freudian concept of
repression.

Freud himself has stated, "The essence of

repression lies simply in the function of rejecting and
keeping something out of oonsoiousness. nl
The emphasis on the protective function of perception
stressed in the perceptual defense experiments of the 1940's
and 1950's and the related research which has followed these
original studies might well be thought of as a contemporary
revival of some Freudian views on peroeption. 2

In Beyond

~

Pleasure Principle Freud statesl

Protection against stimuli is an almost more
important function for the living organism than
reception of stimulil the protective shield is
supplied with its own store of energy and must
above all endeaver to preserve the special modes
of transformation, or energy operating in it against
the effects threatened by the enormous energies at

lSigmund Freud, Repression, 1915, translated ~ J.
Strachey (editor) ~ Standard Edition of the comtlete
Psychological Works gtSiy;und Freud. Vol.-XVlllLondonl
Hogarth Press, Ltd., 195.5 , p. 27.
2

~.,

p.

713.

12

work in the externa1 world.)
Although we have no guarantee that the peroeptual
defense construots were an outgrowth of Freudian dootrtne;
we must conoede that they are oertainly consonant with psyohoanalyt1c theory.4

Postman, Bruner and MoG1nnis make the

following statement 1n the1r discussion of peroeptual select1vity, "We suggest that a defense meohanlsm

s~lar

to

repress10n operates 1n perceptual behavlor.· 5
~

McG1nnles Experlment

6

A speo1al section of th1s ohapter 1s devoted to the

MoGlnnies study tor three reasonsl

(1)

the report of this

experiment was the first art1c1e to be excluslvely devoted
to the thesis of purposeful fa1lure to perceive,?

(2)

it

1s the study most often cited 1n textbooks as a 01assl0

5
J. S. Bruner and L. Postman, "Emetlonal Seleot1v1ty
1n Perception and Reaot1on," Joupml 2! Personal1ty, XVI
(September, 1947), p. 74.

6

E. HcG1nn1es, vEmotiona11ty and Perceptual Defense,"

Psychological Review LVI (September, 1949), p.' 250.

7Macklnnon and Dukes, .2l1.

ill.,

p. 733.'

13
example of perceptual defense research

(3)

this study

served as the basis upon which the present experiment was
designed.
Using a tachistoscope, McGinnies presented a group
of stimulus words to his subjects, male and female college
students.

Seven of the stimulus words were presumed to be

emotionally toned-socially taboo words such as "whore",
"penis", and "Kotex", while eleven of the words were neutral
(e.g., "stove").: Using the method of 11mi ts technique each
word was presented init1al1y at a speed far above threshold,
and on each subsequent trial the exposure time was increased
until the word was correctly identified.

As each exposure

was made the galvanic skin response of the subject was
8
observed and recorded.
Upon examining the records of the GSR·' s of the subjects
McGinnies found that the responses accompanying the taboo
words indicated significantly less resistance than those
accompanying the neutral words.

He also found that the recog-

nition thresholds as measured by the duration of the exposure
were. significantly greater for taboo words than for neutral
words. 9

8

McGinnies,

.Q:Q..

ill· ,

p • 244-51.

9
McGinnies,

.Ql2..

ill· ,

p • 244-51.

14
McGinnies offered these findings as support1ng evidence
for selective repression at the perceptual level which he
called perceptual defense.

Within the conclusion of his

report he states:
Perceptual defense apparently is based upon conditioned avoidance of unpleasant or dangerous stimulus
objects. That the individual actually discriminates
the stimulus before he fully perceives it is evident
in his increased emotionality before recognition • • •
Clearly the process of 'perceptual defense is designed
to delay the greater anxietYl~hat accompanies actual
recognition of the stimulus.
The Perceptual Defense Controversz
Since the concept of perceptual defense suggested by
McGinnies was in opposition to most academic psyoho1ogists'
description of human behavior, it received immediate critic1sm (Howes and Solomon 1950, Luchins, 1950).

The idea of

an experimentally demonstrable unconscious determiner of perception was especially distasteful to the associationists
and the configurationists, as it threatened to replace the1r
principles of perception with more dynamic ones such as
repression. l1 As Mackinnon and Dukes state, '·With the appearance of the McGinnies article the battle flags went up.H1 2

10~.,

p. 249-50.

11

Mackinnon and Dukes,

12

Ibid., p. 71.5.

.QB..

ill., p. 715.

15
Since much of the perceptual defense literature was
in the form of criticisms or represented the reports of
experiments and counter-experiments designed either to deny
or confirm the perceptual defense thesis; the writer feels it
appropriate to report briefly some of the major criticisms
and counter-experiments of this controversy, especially those
directed toward MoGlnnies' 1949 experiment.
First to challenge the explanation of threshold differences in terms of perceptual defense were Howes and Solomon,
who substituted the frequency hypothesis for peroeptual
l
defense. ) They argued that the taboo words were not so
readily perceived due to the fact that they were less familiar
to the subjeots.

After comparing McGinnles' threshold data

with the Thorndike-Lorge frequency counts for the various stimulus words, they reported, "Our contention here is that McGinnies' taboo words might be expected to have far higher duration
thresholds than his neutral words because the relative frequeneies of the former are lower."

14

The second criticism advanced by Howes and Solomon

stated that due to the expertmental conditions of the study,
the subjects may not have been delayed in perceiving the taboo

IJ D• H. Howes and R. L. Solomon, ttA Note on McGlnnies'
'Emotionality and Perceptual Defense'", Psychological Review,
LVII, (July, 1950), p. 229.

l4Ibid ., p. 230.

16
words, but only in reporting them.

The delay attributed to

defense may have actually been due to the embarrassment of
the subject on having to verbally report the recognition of

such words in the presence of the dignified professor and a
young female ass1stant. 15

The failure to provide for this

control seems to the social psychologist a very obvious error.
The dirferenees in the GSa's could also be attributed to the
social embarrassment of the situation.

16

MoGinnies in his rebuttal to the first of these oriticisms objected that the literary sources used in tbe Thorndike Lorge word count did not provide a valid index of taboo
words. 17 He did, however, concede that frequency might we11
be an influencing variable which eould not be discounted without further investigation.'18
In a 1951 experiment Solomon and Howes aetermined frequency levels for words representing the several value areas

15

Ibid., p. 2)2.

16

Floyd Allport, Theories 2! Perception and the Concept
of Structure (New York, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.~1955,
p. 332.
17

E. McGinnies, "Discussion of Howes' and Solomon's
Note on 'Emotionality and Perceptual Defense''', Psychological
Review (July, 1950) LVII, p. 229.
18
~.,

p. 2)0.

17
of the Allport-Vernon StuQy of Values, and presented these
tachistoscopically.

Their findings indicated that frequency

was far more important as a determiner of threshold time than

was value rank. 19

They concluded that although emotional fac-

tors operate in establishing word frequencies during

~n

indi-

viduals development, there 1s no evidence to indicate that
these factors operate independently of frequency in a tachis20

toscopic presentation.'

Postman and Sohneider challenged Solomon and Howes in
an experiment in which they varied both frequeney and value

levels and examined these effects on word recognition and
recall.

On the basis of their findings, they concluded that

the interaction of frequency and value is an important perceptual determiner and that value is most important ~n recallfl
In order to avoid the criticism that the ThorndikeLorge word count was invalid, Solomon and Postman conducted a
similar investigation using nonsense words with "built in"

19

R. L. Solomon and D.' H. Howes, "Word Frequency, Personal Values, and Visual Duration Thresholds," Psychological
Review, LVIII (July, 1951), p. 267.
20

21

Ibid., p. 269.

L. Postman and B. H. Schneider, "Personal Values,
Visual Reco~itlon, and Recall," Psychologioal Review, LVIII
(July, 1951), p. 28).

18

frequencies.

As in the case of the Howes and Solomon study,

frequency was found to be lnversly related to recognition
22
thresholds.
Upon examination of the stud1es supporting the frequency hypothesis, Lazarus concluded that "There is not much
doubt that word frequency is a variable in perceptual recognition under certain conditions, but it is'not a variable of
2'

such great importance and genera1ity as has been suggested." J
Another reviewer of the literature advancing the frequency hypothesis, C. W. Eriksen, cited findings from experiments dealing with success and failure, completion and incompletion as indicating differences in recognition thresholds
for words associated with these experiences.

Refering to

these experiments he challenged, "An explanation in terms of
familiarity would be hard put to explain why subjects who
recall completed tasks better than lncompleted oneS have
high recognition thresholds for words with long association

22

R. L. Solomon and L. Postman, "Frequency of Usage as
a Determinant of Recognition Thresholds for Words," Journal
of Experimental Psychology,XLIII (March, 1952), pp. 195-201.

23

R.S. Lazarus, nIs There a ·Mechanism of Perceptual
Defense? A Reply to Postman, Bronson, and Gropper,"
Journal of Abnormal ~ Social Psychology, XLIX (Ju1y, 1954),
p.

397.

19
times, while subjects who recall incompleted tasks do not.,,24
Wiener challenged the Howes - Solomon hypothesis with

a cleverly designed study.

He employed four critical words

which had both threatening and neutral meanings (e.g., "fairy")
embedded in two'long lists of words.

One of the lists empha-

sized the neutral meaning, the other the "threa.t" meaning.
The "threat" meaning re:ferred to the meaning which was not
socially acceptable.
Subjects' perceptual thresholds were scored according
to which one of a series of progressively clearer carbon
copies of the test words was sufficient for correct identirication.

Wiener found that those subjects who had been exposed

to the "threatrt list had signifioant1y lower thresholds than
did those who had had the neutral list.

25 He concluded that

frequency alone cannot account for the difference, and that
motivational factors are more important determinants. 26

An interesting study

by Whittaker, Gilchrist and

Fischer was designed to control for suppression (l.e. with-

24

c. W. Erikson, "The Case "for Perceptual Defense, It
Psychological Review, LXI (May, 1954), p. 179.
25

M. Wiener, uWord Frequency or Motivation in Perceptual Defense," Journal Qf Abnormal and Social Psychology, LI
(September, 1955), p. 214.

26
Ibid., p. 217.
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holding the verbal report of perception).

Words such as

"nigger" and "darkylt were administered for recognition thresholds sometimes by a Negro and somet1mes by a white experimenter to a group of Doth Negro and white subjects.

The

experimenters reportedly obtained evidence of suppressed
reports. 27
Cowen and Beier conducted a similar study in which they
used both male and female experimenters to administer a word
list containing sexually oriented words to both male and
female subjects.

In examining the recognition thresholds of

these words the researchers reported no indication of inhlbition of reports. 28
Another group of psychologists took issue with McGinnies' perceptual defense hypothesis, and attempted to explain
the threshold differences in terms of set or a predisposition
to organize stimuli in a certain fashion.

29

27

E. M. Whittaker, J.C. Gilchrist and J.W. Fischer,
"Perceptual Defense or Response Suppression," Journal of
Abnormal ~ Social Psychology, XLVII, (July, 1952), pp:-132-33.
28

E. L. Cowen and E. G. Beier, 11Threat Expectancy, Word
Frequencies and Perceptual Prerecogni tion Hypotheses," Journal
of Abnormal and Social PsychologY), XLIX (June, 1954),
p. 178-82.

29

Donald W. Mackinnon and William F. Dukes, ItRepression,"
Psychology in the Making, Leo Postman, editor, (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1962), p. 721.
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Luch~s,

one of this group, offered the followings

If the concept of set can help to explain why
selectivity for oertain stimulus objects is enhanced,
it can also help to explain why selectivity for other
objects is lessened • • • • • • .. While a set may
focus one on certain aspects of the stimulus field,
it may blind him to others.)O
Postman was another who favored an explanation of
variable thresholds in terms of set. 31

He spoke of percep-

tual expectanoies which he called perceptual hypotheses.
He insisted that whatever was assumed to be the determiner
of selective perception must be anchored in clearly definable antecedent conditions.

He was attempting to relate

hypothesis development to the well established laws of associative learning.,J2

Erikson felt the use of set as an explanation for perceptual differenoes was inadequate, and in a criticism directed
toward Luchins he stated, "The ooncept of set has shown itself
in the history of psyohology to be both broad and ambiguous

enough to hide many 1mportant problems."))

)OA.

Journal

s. Luch~.,

"On an Approach to Social Peroeption,"

2! Personality, XIX (September, 1950), p. 76.

31

L. Postman, ,. Toward a General Theory of Cogni tion, n
J. H. Rohrer and M. Sher1b, editors, Social PSfChOlogy at the
Crossroads (New York. Harper and Bros., 1951 , pp. 242-72.

)2

Maokinnon and Dukes, .QE.. cit., p. 722.

)3 Erikson,

~.

oit., p. 180.
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The effect which McGinnles labeled perceptual defense
has been interpreted in various ways.
to be

pars~onious,

Apparently in an effort

psychologists have explained the phenome-

non in terms of set, Pragnanz, the dominance of strong alternative hypotheses, response suppression, and cue-drive
theory.J4

But as Mackinnon and Dukes point out, "'!he princi-

ple of parsimony itself leaves room for equivocalities, and
the questions 'What is simple?' and 'What is adequate?' are
usually ultimately answered in terms of temperament rather
than of logic. 1t35
Since the problem with Whioh this research is concerned
is not an explanation of perceptual defense, but rather to
determine if it can be demonstrated in the case of stimulus
words related to cigarette smoking, no attempt has been made
to review these other various explanations.
The foregoing review has dealt with research in the
area, endeavoring to consider the most important criticisms
of these studies.

In the present study the author has attempted

to avoid as muoh as possible the weaknesses of some of the
earlier research.

J'4,

Mackinnon and Dukes,

35

~.

~.

ill., p. 733.
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Recent Research Developments
The vital interest 1n perceptual defense phenomena and
their explanations which was so prevalent during the 1950's
has recently been subsiding.

This is not to say that there 1s

no longer any interest in this area, as several articles

appear in the journals each

year ~

The nature of the reported research has changed considerably, as can be expected after nearly f1fteen years of
Lnvestlgat1on .

Many of the studies recently reported are

concerned with such factors as part-cues and response probab1l1ty which are not closely related to the problem of this
thesis.; Several of the ·more recent studies have been reviewed
1n order to indicate the tenor of contemporary perceptual
defense research.

Zucherman and Buss in a 1960 study on the interaction

of various personality factors including anxiety and perceptual defense used the

~ylor

MA scale and the Welsh A scale

in determining anxiety levels.

Using the carbon copy tech-

nique, they concluded that while anxiety may play some part
in defensiveness, the major effect af this variable seems to
be on prerecognition responses rather than on the recognition
threshold. 36

36Marvin Zucherman and Arnold Buss, "Perceptual Defense
and 'Prerecognit1on Respons1vity' in Relation to Hostility,
Anxiety, and Impulsivity~" Journal of Clinical Psychology,
XVI (January, 1960), p. ~5-;O.
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Prerecognition responses are those responses which precede
the correct identification of the stimulus.
In a recent study by Kempler and Wiener the authors
reject both the subception and response-probability explanations of recognition threshold variances. ' They argue in
favor of an explanation in terms of the part-cue which is
available to the subject on each presentation of the stimulus.
Their results indicated that the same subject's recognition
threshold for the same word differs according to the part-cues
available.

Also, subjects who differ in their characteristic

responses to certain stimuli have different recognition
thresholds when the same part-cues are available.'

The authors

conclude that when available cues and response characteristics are specified and controlled the effects of personality
on perception can be investiga.ted. 3?
Taylor, et al. employed a forced choice technique in
an effort to further examine the phenomenon of perceptual
variation.

In this case the subject was required not to iden-

tify a word but to point out the location of a given word in
a list of several words presented very brleflY.i Ule authors
concluded in favor of the rrequency of prior usage explanation

37

Bernhard Kempler and Morton Wiener, "PersonalityPerceptions Characteristic Response to Available Part-Cues, II
Journal 2! Persona11ty, XXXII (March, 1964), p. 57-74.
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for perceptual threshold differenees. 38
Janet Spence in a recent study also discusses the
effect of part-cues on interpretations of perceptual stimuli.
She states that the more minimal the cue the more likely
response biases are to influence the direction of the stimulus recOgnltion. 39
Of the more recent research in the area of perceptual
defense a study by Shannon seems to be most relevant to the
present study.

His main thesis is that persons with different

types of clinical defensive patterns exhibit different perceptual thresholds for conflict related stimuli.

According

to Shannon's findings it 1s unwise to assume that an increased
threshold level will be the manifestation of a defensive reaction; the reaction may in fact be the reverse.

This study

also used the method of increasing illumination to determine
thresholds, very similar to that employed in the current investigation. 40

38

J.A. ~ylor and D. C. Rosenfeldt and K. W. Schulz,
"The Relationship Between Word Frequency and Perceptibility
wi th a Forced-Choice Technique, II Journal of Abnormal a.nd
Social Psychology, LXII (May, 19 61),pp. 491-6.
39 Janet Taylor Spence, tfContribution of' Response Bias
to Recognition Thresholds," Journal of Abnormal ~ Social
PSYChology, LXVI (April, 19 63),pp. 339-44.
40
D.T. Shannon, "Clinical Patterns of Defense a.s
Revealed in Visual Recogni t10n Thresholds," Journal of Abnormal
and Social Psycho~ogy, LXIV (May, 1962),pp. 370-77.
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Smok1ng Related Research
The present experimenter found a pauoity of psychological research devoted to smoking behavior.

Most of the

studies which have been reported are concerned with the psychoanalytic factors involved in the establishment of smoking
habits and the complexity of the habit patterns of the heavy
smoker.

Almost no studies were found which were appropri-

ately related to the smoking question as it was used in this
study.

Two studies of an attitude survey nature were included

because their findings might aid in interpreting the findings of the study reported herein.
In an attitude survey conduoted by Feather, smokers
displayed more interest in information conoerning the relationship between smoking and lung canoer than d1d non-smokers.
They did not seek out evidence of a negative nature ooncerning
this relationship, nor did they reject the 1nformation more
than non-smokers.

In rating articles wh1ch linked smoking

with lung cancer, the regular smokers rated the reports as
being less conv1ncing than did the non-smokers.

41

An invest1gation of the attitudes of a group of

smokers and a group of non-smokers who viewed a television
program point1ng out the oonnect1on between smok1ng and lung

41N• T. Feather, "Cognit1ve Dissonance, Sens1t1v1ty
and Evaluat1on, It Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology
LXVI (February, 1963), p. 157-63.
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cancer, revealed that fewer heavy smokers viewed the program
than did moderate or non-smokers, even though all were equally
aware of the presentation.
Those heavy smokers who did see the program tended to

make more comments of a negative nature concerning the cigarette-cancer link or fewer positive comments than did the
others.

Few heavy smokers, who prior to the program expressed

no inclination to stop smoking, changed their minds.

The

number of moderate smokers who said they would probably quit
smoking soon increased after viewing the program. 42

42

Jonathan P. Lane, "Smokers Reactions to a Television
Program about Lung Cancer,'" (unpublished Doctoral Dissertation at Stanfard University) Dissertation Abstracts, XXI,
1961, p. 2812-13.

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMEN'rAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

Materials

~

Equipment

The basic piece of experimental equipment was a
Model 1055 Keystone OVerhead Projector, equipped with a
1000 watt lamp.

This machine was converted to a tachisto-

scopic projector by the use of a Keystone F1ashmeter.

The

f1ashmeter is a specially designed tachistoscopic attachment with speeds oomparab1e to those of a good oamera shutter.
The speed range of this device was from one one-hundredth
of a second through a full second.
In making the tachistoscopic presentation of the
stimulus words it was decided to hold exposure time constant
at one one-hundredth of a second and to vary the illumination
of the projected image.

This was accomplished by placing a

type 116 Powerstat between the power source and the projector lamp.

The Powerstat is manufactured by the Superior

Electric Company of Er1stol, CQnnecticut, and is a standard
piece of laboratory equipment.

The model used in this study

had an output range of from zero to one hundred thirty-five
volts, and was equipped with a ca11brated dial oorresponding
to this range.

By using this device the experimenter was able

to precisely control the light intensity of the projector lamp
and thus the brightness of the projected image.

A model 703
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Weston Sight Meter with a range from zero to seventy foot
candles was used to measure the br1ghtness of the projected
image, as well as to check the available light in the room
used for the presentation.
The stimulus words were made up into slides by first
lettering them in black on white paper with a Leroy lettering
set.

'rhe letters thus produced were .140 inches in height

and were lettered with a number two Leroy pen.

The finished

plate was then transferred to an acetate transparency by the
dry Diazo process, and the acetate was cut and sandwiched

between glass to form regular

3t

H

x 4" Keystone slides.

The stimulus words were projected onto a glass beaded
screen 50" x 46".

A Keystone number three mask served to

provide a band of light across the screen which was uniform
from word to word.

Each word was centered vertically and

horizontally within this band of light.

The height of the

projected letters within this band was 2 3/4 inches and the
width of stroke of each let·ter was J/8 inches.

These sizes

were obtained when the projector was placed ten feet, five
and one-half inches from the screen.
Research Design
A three group design was employed with all three groups
receiv1ng precisely the same experimental treatment.

Smok1ng

behavior served as the variable used to distinguish the three
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different groups.

The three groups thus selected were classi-

fied as non-smokers, smokers, and quitters.
Selection of Subjects
All subjects were selected from students enrolled in
undergraduate psychology courses at Kansas State College of
Pittsburg. An initial qUestionnaire l designed to determine
the smoking behavior of the individual was completed by 216
students.

On the basis of the questionnaire reports the

students were divided into three categories as follows:
(1)

Non-smokers - persons who have smoked twenty or fewer

cigarettes during their lifetime, (2) Smokers - persons who
have smoked twenty or more cigarettes per day for a period
of at least one year, (3)

Quitters - persons who were regular

smokers (20 or more per day) for a period of at least one
year, but who have completely stopped smoking within the last
year.

Due to the

di~flculty

of classifying and evaluating

the smoking behavior of those who had reduced the number of
cigarettes smoked or who had switched to pipe and cigar
smoking, persons making this report were not ineluded in the
study.
Since age, sex and intelligence were considered to be
important variables, whioh might

1

In~luence

performance on the

See appendix ror reproduction of this questionnaire.
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perceptual recognition task, it was decided to use the method
of matched pairs or in this case, matched trios, in selecting
the subjects for the three groups.

No subject was used who

had a visual defect which was not corrected by lenses.
Using the American Council on Education test scores as
a measure of intelligence, matched subjects were selected for
the three groups.

Since there were too few subjects avail-

able to allow exact matchings, certain limits of variation
were allowed in making the matches.

Variations in age were

limited to one year, and ACE scores could vary no more than
six points.

The use of this selection procedure automatically

established minimum and maximum limits for the whole population.

Table I shows the composition of the total population

by groups.
TABLE I

CHARACTERISTICS OF

TO~L

POPULATION BY GROUPS

ICE*

Number

Age
Range

Mean

Non-Smokers

20

19-21

19.'6

67-149

109

Smokers

20

18-22

19.8

69-15.5

109 • .5

QUitters

11**

18-21

20.0

80-151

115.8

Total

51

18-22

19.8

67-15.5

111.4

Group

i~ACE

Age

Range

Mean
ACE

- American Council on Education Psychological Test for

College Freshmen.

*iE-

The smokers and non-smokers groups were equally divided

as to sex. In the quitter group there were 9 males
and 2 females.

)2

Selection of Stimulus Words

Twenty-four stimulus words were used in the tachistoscopic presentation.

Twelve words which were assumed to have

anxiety producing power for a cigarette smoker were matched
with twelve neutral words chosen from the Thorndike-Lorge word
tables. 2

The neutral words seleoted were reported to have

the same frequency of usage as the smoking related words.

In addition only those neutral words whioh contained the same
number of letters and resembled the threatening words in configuration were selected.

The matched smoking related and

neutral words are set forth in T.able II.
TABLE, II
MATCHED LIST' OF STIMULUS WORDS

Smoking Related Words
Ciga.rette
Cough
Inhale
Lung Cancer

Nicotine
Smoker
Surgeon General

2

Neutral Words
Chairman
Crumb
Invoke
Sour Grapes
Newsreel
Shrimp
Attorney General

E. L. Thorndike and I. Lorge, The Teachers Word Book
(New York. Columbia UiiIversity Press)t~.

.2.! 30,000 Words
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TABLE II (continued)

Smoking Related Words
Surgery"
Tobaeoo

Tumor
Ulcer
X-ray

Neutral Words
Scamper
Traffic
Tempo
Ultra

Zebra

The neutral and smoking related words were randomly
distributed within the two halves of the list of twentyfour.

Care was taken to equally div1de the . threat words

between the two halves of the list to equalize any practice
effect.

The resulting order of presentation had no pattern

of threat and neutral words.
Experimental Setting
Sinoe a fa.irly large number o-r subjects was involved
in this investigation and sinoe the tach1stosoopic presentation required approximately forty minutes, it was decided to
employ a group presentation of the stimulus words.

This

required the construotion of a response sheet designed to
enable the subj,eot to reoord his own responses.

The response

sheet provided spaces for recording the word peroeived by
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the subject on each exposure of each stimulus word.)
Two pilot stud1es were conducted in order to determine the pract1ca11ty of this approach as well as to check
on the exper1mental procedure and functioning of the apparatus.

In neither case

1118.8

there any evidence of cooperation

between subjects, alteration of previously recorded responses
by subjects, or responses being influenoed by foroes of
social dynamics.

In both the pilot runs and the experimen-

tal runs the subjects were highly cooperative and followed
the experimenter's directions explicitly.
To prov1de for the differences in the class schedules

of the subjects, three experimental sessions were conducted.
(Twenty subjects attended the first session, twenty-three
the second, and eight subjects were present at the final

session.)
~ ~chistoscopic

Presentation

The tach1stoscopic presentation was made in a classroom twenty-four feet wide by thirty feet in length with
windows along the east wall.

These windows were equipped

with venetian bl1nds which enabled the exper1menter to regulate the available light in the room.

Tb provide for the

effects of placement of individuals in relation to the

3A copy of this response sheet has been placed in
the appendix.
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screen, non-smokers, smokers, and qu1.tters were systematically seated throughout the room by pre-marking the seats
with the symbols S, N, or Q.
advantage.

This gave no group a visual

A diagram of the room showing plaoement of the

equipment can be found in the appendix.

The room was oon-

spiouously marked as a testing place and no interruptions
were experienced.
Immediately preceding the arrival of the subjects the
arrangement and operatisn sf the apparatus was checked and
the available light in the room was adjusted by manipulating
the venetian blinds.

The level of available light was the

same for each experimental session.
As soon as the subjects were seated the experimenter
read to them the following directionsl
This is an experiment in visual perception. I want
to find out at what level of illumination you can see
and read certain words. A series of words and wordpairs will be flashed on the screen for very brief
exposures. The first exposure for each word will be
not only brief, but dim, that is, a.t a low level of
illumination. The· brightness of the projected image
will be increased wi th each subsequent exposure until
the maximum brightness is reached on the tenth exposure.
This procedure will be followed for each word in the
series.
Now look at your response sheet booklets.' You will
notioe that there is a space provided for you to write
your response to each exposure of eaoh word. It is
very important that you make an entry on your response
sheet after each exposure of each word. If you have
no idea what word was flashed, enter the word none
for that exposure and for each subsequent exposure
until you think you perceive ~he word. Enter the
word you th1nk you saw even though you are not certain.
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Do not wait until you are certain before entering
a word response. Once you have entered a word
response, that ls, some word other than none, continue to enter that response or a dIfferent word
response o~ the rema~ing exposures. For example you might perceive the word airp1ane on some exposure
of tha t wo~d.· You would write airplane in the blank
for that exposure and for each subsequent exposure
unless you change your mind later in the series.
You might decide on a later exposure that the word
is actua~ly airport rather than airplane. In this
case you would write the word airport for that exposure
and for each remaining exposure unless you ohange your
mind again. In case this happens, do not change your
prior responses even though you are now certain they
were wrong. Remember, I want to know what you thought
you saw on each exposure.
It is very important that you remain silent throughout this exper1ment. Do not ta1k, whisper or otherwise oommunicate with your neighbor.
At this point subjects were instructed in the proper
placement of some 1dent1£ying information on the response
sheet.

Now, turn to the last page o£ your response sheet
booklet. This page should be o1early marked TEST TEST
TEST, and should have provisions for only three words.
If your booklet does not have this sheet, let me know
now' Leave your book1et open to th1s page as we will
use it first for some practice before we proceed with
the experimental words.
Now, look at the screen. I will projeot a band of
light on the soreen. Notice carefully the location of
this band of light and remember this location. This
band of light wil1 appear with each exposure and the
word or word-pair will be eentered in this band. Just
before each exposure I wil1 announce the number of the
word and the number of the exposure. Example -- Exposure
1, word number one. When you hear me say these words,
direct your attention to the spot on the screen where
you saw the band o~ light as the exposure will follow
direotly.
This is not a test that will affect your grade in
this or any other course. The results of this test
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will not appear at any plaoe in your oollege record.
Your response sheets will be kept confidential and
will be destroyed as soon as the data is compiled.
Are there any questions?
Now, we are ready to proceed ~th this experiment.
Be sure your booklet 1s opened to page four, marked
test. Remember to remain silent throughout the
experiment, and be sure to enter a response for eaoh
exposure of each word. Write the word none if you
have no idea what word was flashed.
Upon completion of the direotions the experimenter
presented the three practioe words (vision, experiment,
attention) using exactly the same procedure for these as for
the twenty-four test words.
All words were exposed ten times at a constant
exposure time of one one-hundredth of a second.

The exposures

were spaced twenty seconds apart to allow time for recording
the response and redirecting attention to the soreen.

The

first exposure of each word was made at an illumination of
two foot oandles.

This measure was taken six inches in front

of the projeotor lens.

On each subsequent exposure the

illumination was increased by four foot candles.

The two

p1lot studies had indicated that the in1tial exposure was
subliminal for all subjects and ·that the tenth and final
exposure was bright enough to be perceived by all. 4

4
During the experimental sessions, the words "x-ray",
"zebra" and "cough" were peroe1ved one time each on the
init1al exposure. It is interesting to note that the three
individuals making these early perceptions were all smokers.
Since two of these words are threat words, this would not be
expected aocord1ng to the hypothesis.
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Administration 2! ]h! MMPI
As soon as the tachistosoopic presentation was concluded, the subjects were given the standard instructions
for the MMPI and were allowed to begin this test.

The

subjects were informed that they need not complete the test

at that tIme, but were encouraged to work as long as they
wished.

Several subjects d.1d not complete the test during

the Initial sess1on, but finished it later, usually during
class time made available by their Instructors.

CHAPTIB. IV

Dttterenees Betweep Reoogn1t10n fhresholds!2£l!!

l!2

TYpes

2!. Stimuli
ihe data was first analyzed in an effort to determine
it the response thresholds tor the threat words were signiticantly dlfferent than those tor the neutral words.

In other

words, the experimenter was attempting to asoerta1n it the
smoking relate4 words were aotually detended against b7
e1ther ot the groups.

The .05 1e'9'81 ot signifioanoe

_8

established as the oriterion tor testing the hypotbeses of
this researoh.
Table III presents the difference between the mean
recognition Bcores tor threat and neutral words for NODSmokers, Smokers and Quitters.
standarddevlatlon tor the, set

Also presented are the

or

reoognlt1on soores, and

the standard error ot the difterences between the correlated
mean scores.

A

mtnua d1tference soore lndioates that reported

reoogn1tion ot threat st1muli 18 at a lower threshold than
reported reoognlt1on tor neutral st1mull.

A positive ditfer-

ence soore ind1cates that the threat words .haTe a h1gher
l
threshold than the neutral words.

11be comparisoDs ot these 41tterences were made 1n the
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TABLB III

DIPFEBENCB BETWEEN MEAN RECOGNITION SCORES
FOR THREAT AND NEUTRAL STIMULI

ibreat
SD

Group

M

Non

Neutral
SD

M

,'t'

Differences
SEMD

M

Smokers

4.52

.850

4.68

.886

-.16

.47

-1.64*

Smokers

4.69

.877

4.60

.940

.09

.11

.64*

Qu1tters

4.10 1.042

4.78

.825

-.08

.15

-.41**

*'t' needed tor signifioanoe at .05 level --2.09

**'t' needed tor

significance at

.Os level

--2.2)

Although none ot the tt' values obtained in these tests
reached signifioance at the .0; level, it should be noted that
the difference between the two classes of stimul1 1D tbe case

ot the non. smokers approached signi.t1oanoe, but in the direot10n opposIte to that expacted. 2 !he same was true tor the
qultters but to a much lesser degree.
Aocerd1ng to this analys1s no signifioant d1tterenoes

manner sugge ted by McNemar tor OQlDpar1ng difterenoes ot
correlated 'meaaa. QuLnn MeNemar, PS1Chilog1oal StatistiCS
(New York.

John WileY' and Sons. Inc.,

962) t p. 79.

2

See Edwards tor a discussion of' the

't'

test.

A. L.

Edwards. Stttl&tlCal Ana1e18 tor Stllclepts in P8lChOl~~~ !!'!!!
Eduoation Hew Yorkl i1m.e rt 8lld Company, ,l 346) t p.
•
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were disoovered between the reoogn1tion levels of the different stimul1 1n e1ther ot the groups.
Differenoes Be,t ween
~f

lb!

~ree

~

!!!!!! Levels 2! Perceptual Defense

Groups

In testing the major hypothesis of this study the

experimenter was faced

characteristics.

~th

the problem of compar1ng group

Sinoe it was desired to t1nd out if there

were s1gn1f1oant d1fferences between the degree ot peroep.tual defense exh1bited b7 the three groups, a test of dif-

ference was computed metween the mean peroeptual defense
scores for the cletermlna tlo11 of slgnlflcanoe of the d.1f'tereneea.

fable IV presents the differenoes between the mean
levels of perceptual defense exh1bited by the three grOUPs.:3
Also presented are the values of 't' obtained when the differ.
4
ences were tested for sign1ficance.
None ot the tt' soores
thus obtained reach significance.

:3

In testing tor these differences the standard error

ot the ditterenees was caloulated using the raw score method
and acoordlng to the prooedUres and formulae suggested by
Edwards - A. L. Etlwards. Stat~stlCal. An$lysls (New Yorks

B1nehart and Co., 1959), p. 1 1.
4

'Dle values ot 't' were obtained by appl,1ng to the
data the tornnUa suggested br Ed1l8.rds. Ibid., p. 1)).
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TABLE IV
DIFFEBBNCES BE'NEEN 'mE MEAN LBVEL OF PEBCEP'It1AL nEF'lmSE

EXHIBITED IN '!'HE '1'HBEE GROUPS

Mean

Group

Mean

Level
ot P.D. *

NOD-Smokers

Hon-Smokers
mokers

Group

-.16

Smokers

-.16
.085

SED

• t'

.151

1.62

I

1.46

Level
of P.o.
.085

QUitters

-.090

.172

Qu1tters

-.090

.188

.032

*Perceptual defense was calculated bJ subtracting the
mean response level tor neutra1 st1muli . trom. the mean response
level tor threat stimul1.
On the bas1s ot this test, the hypothesis that there

wou1d be signifioant d1ttereno8a in the degree ot perceptual

defense shown by the three groups to the smok1ng rel.ated

st1mul1 was reJeoted.
D1fferences Between
Many

!b! Peroentage

times in

00ntent !!

exp.~lmemtal s1tua~1on& .

oompute the peroentages of

8ub~ects

l!!. Groupe

1t 1s possible to

1n two or more groups that

e:xhl b1 t a certa1n bahanor, when 1 t 1s not . teaa1 'ble

the behavior 1n terasot test soores.;

5

Even though in th1s

H. E. Garrett, Ble••ntarr Stat1stics
f
Inc., 19 6 2J. p. ijS:

McKay Co.

to measure

(llew York. David

case the behavior in

que~tion

Gould be and was measured and

evaluated, 1 t was felt that the test tor percentages would

add greater perspeotive te the results of the expertme.ntatlon.
'!he responses ot the three groups were analyzed and

the peroentage of tbe membership which exh1blted some degree

ot perceptua1 defense

1&8

determined tor eaoh ot the groups.

Any person w.hose mean response level for smoking relate4
words was greater than his mean response level tor neutral
words was oons1dered to have shown some amount ot
detense.

p~rceptual

It the two sets of stimulu8 words . _a re aotually

equal in all other respects, then such a d1fferenoe would
indicate the existence ot the phenomenon 1Jl q,uest1on.

The

s1gn1fleanoe of the tUtf'erence in the percentages ot the three
6
groups are presented 1n Tabl.e v.
TABLE 'I
DIFFERENCES IN PEBCBliTAGES OF BUBJEC'm EXHIBITmG SOME
DEGREE OP PlmCEP1VA.L DEPENSB Wlmm mE 'rHREE
GROUPS

Per Cent

Group

Exhibitil1g

Group

P1Dit

Per Cent
Exh1biting.

SB

P.D.

D

't'

Non-Smokers

~O

Smokers

70

1~.8

2.53*

NS!n-Smokers

JO

Quitters

2±.~

18.]

l~JZ

iu1tters
70
lZ·8
~!l
confidence.
of
*S1gn1ficant at the .05 level

.84

Smokers
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'!he tt' value obtained 1n oomparing the smokers With
the non-smokers indicated that

eV811

though the orig1nal

hypothesl. was not supported, there were more persons exhib1 t1ng peroeptual defense w1 thin the smoking group.

1he· dif-

terenoe between the percentage ot smokers WO exhlbited peroeptual defense and the percentage of non-smokers who exhlbited
this behavior was s1gnificant at the

Correlatlons or Perceptual Detemae

.05 level.

~

Anx1ety Measures

As stated 1n Chapter II the tbeoret1oal basis tor the
behav10ral phenomenon ca1led peroeptual defense stems trom
Freudian theor1es ot repress10n and ego-defensive reaotions.
~e

alass1c explanation for perceptual defense. that given

orig1nally by Bruner and P081iD1aJl, states 1n part, "The bulk

ot experimental and cl1il1cal evid.e1'l.ce po1nts

to blookage as

the prooess producing increase in assoo1atlon time to emo-

t10nally obarged st1ln1l.

Such bloo.k ing 1n association

represents a detGse against au1et),,-laden stimulI .... 7

Con-

sidering the impl1cations or this explanat10n together with
several others, all quite slmilar in their mention

or

anxiety

6

~e calculations ~or th1s test .ere done aocord1ng to
tormul.ae and procedures set torth by Garrett, Ibid. ,pp. 135-6.

7
J. S. Brwner anA L. Pos~. "Emotional Seleot1v1ty 1n
Percept10n an4 Reaotion,· Journal 2! Personal1ty (September,

1947) XVI, p. 74.
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as a producer

or

perceptual detense, the experimenter sought

to emmlne the relationship between perceptual detense scores
and anxiety Boores tor the subjects within eaoh ot the groups.
'!'be anx1ety measures used were taken from seales ot
the Minnesota Nul. t1phasic Per a onaJ. 1 ty IllT8lltor,.

Beta the

Taylor Man1fest Anx1ety Scale and the Welsh A. Soale have been
w1dely used in experiments ot this Datura.
118.8

Although the MAS

not des1gn.e d by Taylor as a o11n1cal measure, it has been

so used.

It was oonstructed, as was the Welsh A soale, trom

1 tems contained wi thin the complete MMPI.

The 'l'aylor MAS

has been w1delr used as a measure ot lItoti'VBt1on in learning
stad.1es, but in as much as it haa exhibited. about as muoh

cl1nloal valid1ty as the Welsh, the wr1ter conoluded that it

would be appropr1ate17 used in th1s lnvest1gatlon. 8
Since both of these measures of anx1et7 have muoh to

be said 1n their tavor, and s1noe some ·author1tles teel the
Welsh A Soale to be the best measure ot anx1ety,9 the exper1-

menter chose to score and oorrelate both of these scales with
perceptual detense.
Cons1dering tbe popular c11n1oal op1n1on that persons
suftering from Aypoohondr1asls are abnormal.ly coneemed with

8

W. G. Dahl.strom. and G." S. We1sh, An MMPI Handbook. A

11de j?g, Use !a Ol.1nioa1 Pract10e
~e

or

gg

Res'iirii"TJdlmeapollii

University
Minnesota Press, 1960), pp. 290·94.
9Ib1d., p. 295.
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their bodily functions, the experimenter felt that a high
degree of perceptual defense might be expected to be accompanied by a high score on Hypoohondriasis Scale of the MMPI.
It would seem to follow logically that a person who tended

to be very anxious about the effects of cigarette smoking on
his health would also tend to be generally concerned over his
other bodily functions.

This scale was also scored and the

correlations for it and for the measures of anxiety are pre10
sented in Table VI.

TABLE VI
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN LEVEL OF PERCEPTUAL
AND SELEC TED MMPI SCALES

**

Welsh A
Scale

DEFENSE

*

HS
Scale

Group

MAS

Non-Smokers

-.05

-.il l

-.24

Smokers

.16

.0.5

-.10

Quitters

.06

.00

-.O}

*Peroeptual defense determined by subtracting each
subject's mean response level for neutral words from his
mean response level for threat words.
**~ylor

Manifest Anxiety Scale.

10The coefficients of correlation reported in ~ble VI
were oomputed directly ~rom ungrouped scores according to the
:formula and .procedure suggested by Garrett, .212.. ill.. l , pp.93-94.

None of the ·correlations between peroeptual defense
and measures ot anxiety- or hypoohondr1asis
The MAS showed the highest

correlat~on

~re

s1gnificant.

with peroeptual defense

in the smoktng group which contained the greatest peroentage
of persons exh1biting the phenomenon to some degree.

A11 of

·the oorrelatiQns for the non-smokers were negat1ve wh1ch

118.8

not surpr1sing in new of the1r nearly s1gnificant tendenoy to
perce1ve the smoking words more read111 than the neutral words.
Though not signif1oant, allot the correlations obtained

between perceptual defense and hypoohondr1as1s were negative.
This would tend to indicate that the tn>e of anxiety respons1ble tor perceptual defense is not 010se11 related to hypo-

chondrias1s as measured by the MMPI.
Compared Banklngs

21.!b.! Stlmulus Words

In order to compare the expected with the actual or
demonstrated threat power ot the smoking related words. the
experimenter asked s1x members ot the psychology statf to rate

the twe1ve threat words from most threat«ntng to least threatening.

'!bis rat1ng was done pr10r to the experimenta1 presen-

tation. and Table VII

l~lustrates

the oomparison of the

instruotors' . ranldngs w1 th rankings determined

ot the amount of perceptual defense evoked

Oll

the bas1s

by eaoh word.

Both rank1ngs are trom most to least threaten1ng.
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TABLE VII
A COMPARISON OF THE mRPA T PRODUCING POWER OF THE
SMOKING BELATED WOR1l3

Bank1ng*by

Psycholog1sts

*

Ranking by Leve1

ot Perceptual Defense Evoked

Lung Canoer

Smoker

Tumor

Ulcer

Surgery

, Nicot1ne

Cough

X-ray

Ulcer

Surgeon General

Nicotine

Lung Cancer

Inhale

Inhale

Surgeon General.

Toba(}co

X-ray

Tumor

Smoker

Cough

Cigarette

Surgery

Tobacoo

C1garette

*1n order ot ,greatest to least threatening

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDA. TIONS
Summary

This study was undertaken in an attempt to relate the
recent and widespread emphasis on the hazards of cigarette
smoking to the behavioral phenomenon of perceptual defense.
In view of the great numbers of persons who have reportedly

modified their behavior as it relates to smoking, the experimenter felt that some of the dynamics underlying this behavioral shift might be experimentally investigated.

It was

felt that such an investigation might lend some insight into
the personality factors associated with smoking, as well as
to add to the accumulated knowledge of perceptual behavior.
Specifically, the investigation was concerned with the
visual recognition behaviors of individuals of three .categories of smoking behavior.

It was hypothesized that persons

who had recently stopped smoking would react most defensively
to stimuli related to smoking, and that regular smokers would
exhibit more perceptual defense than would non-smokers, who
should have no reason to feel anxious about smoking related
stimuli.
Words closely related to cigarette smoking and a
matched list of neutral words were presented tachistoscopically to the subjects.

Reported visual recognition was

50
measured by the level of illumination required for identification.

The tests of recognition thresholds were taken in

group settings us1ng speoially designed response blanks.Statistioal

analyse~

designed to measure the differenoe

between the amount of perceptual defense exhibited by the
three groups indicated that no significant differenoes were
obtained.

Thus the basio hypothesis was rejected.

Although not in support of the basic hypothesis, a
post hoc investigation revealed that there were signifioantly
more persons exhibiting perceptual defense in the smoking
group than in either of the

ot~er

groups.

The prediotion that the level of perceptual defense
~

exhibited by the subjects would be positively correlated with
the anxiety level of the subject was not confirmed.
Conolusions
In view of the statistical evIdence, the conolusion
was reached, that for this population sample, under these

particular experimental oonditions, perceptual defense toward
smoking related words was not reliably demonstrated.
It was further oonoluded that anxiety, as measured by
both the Welsh A Scale and the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale,
was not demonstrated to be correlated with peroeptual defense.

Hypoohondriasis, as measured by the MMPI, also failed to
yield a signifioant correlation with peroeptual defense.

Recommendations
The present writer feels that more research is needed
in this area. - not only to bolster or disprove some particular theory ot perceptual defense, but to provide more information concerning

smok~g

behavior.

Such additional informa-

tion may lead to an eventual understanding of the dynamics
of smoking behavior, that will enable psychologists to make
effective advances in controlling this problem.

Such research

properly conducted should yield additional information on
perception a.s well as personality theory in general.
It is recommended that an investigation similar to the
one herein reported be conducted with larger samples drawn
from a more general population of middle aged persons.

A

more precise tachistoscope, prov1d1ng very minute increments
of adjustment, would be a definite asset in conducting such
a study.
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Setttng of the Stimulus Projeotion Room Showing
'. Pla.cement ot Equipment

A - ProJeotor and Powerstat Control .
B - Soreen
C - Windows
. D - Rows of Cha1rs
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TABLE VIII
CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL SUBJECTS WHO COMPLETED

C\l

THE INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE

'-.0

Group

Number

M

Sex

F

Age
Range

Mean
Age

ACE

Bange

Mean

ACE

117

43

74

18-51

21.5

59-150

104.8

Smokers

83

54

29

18-39

22.7

93-169

109.8

Quitters

16

13

3

18-42

27.2

72-1.51

111.7

216

110

106

18-51

21.9

43-169

107.2

Non-Smokers

Total

